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Subject:  New report code (Dictionary 6) 
 
The following new code is proposed for dictionary 6: 
 
ISINN-  
for the proceedings of the International Seminar on Interactions of Neutron with Nuclei 
which is held every year in Dubna, Russia. 
 
Six years ago, after a lengthy discussion about coding of these conference proceedings,  
the 2000 NRDC meeting decided that these conferences have to be coded with the appropriate 
JINR report codes, e.g. JINR-E3-…, with the name of the conference to be given in free text. 
 
For most of these conferences, conference codes in dictionary 7 had been introduced, such as 
96DUBNA. These were meant to be used for immediate entering into CINDA and possibly 
EXFOR, to be replaced by the final proceedings code after publication. If no immediate 
entries were made, only the JINR- report code should be used. 
 
This was enough for its coding at that time, because the report number usually appeared on 
the first page of the proceedings with its title. 
 
However, from 2001 there is no report number any more on the first page. The publishers 
keep it but only on the last page in very fine font. (Therefore new conference codes were 
introduced in dictionary 7 for the 2001 and 2002 conferences.) 
Furthermore, since 1993, when the new title International Seminar on Interactions of Neutron 
with Nuclei (ISINN) was introduced, most of the scientists know these proceedings as ISINN 
series. 
 
Therefore we propose the new conference code ISINN- (followed by the number of the 
conference), and to add the new code to all old compilations from 1993. This will help the 
users who are looking for the proceedings.  
 
For example: ((S,ISINN-7,page,1999)= 
                      (S,JINR-E3-99-212,page,199905)= 
                      (C,99DUBNA,,page,199905)) 
 
No dictionary 7 conference code will be needed for future conferences of  this series. 
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